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ALPACA on the GBT

Galactic Studies



The GBT has been transformational for studies 

of low surface-brightness emission

• Large Aperture

• High Dynamic Range

• Excellent Receivers

• Sky Coverage

• Radio Quiet Zone



• Accretion of Gas

• High Velocity Clouds

• The Nuclear Wind

• “Dark” molecular gas

The GBT has been transformational for studies 

of low surface-brightness emission

ALPACA

~10x faster than current instrumentation will be 

every bit as big a step in Milky Way studies of:



Accretion of Gas

The Magellanic Stream — HI

“The 200° long Magellanic Stream System”

Nidever et al 2010



High Velocity HI Clouds

The Smith Cloud



The Smith Cloud is bringing 

~106 solar masses

of gas into the Milky Way



Studies so far 

are limited to the 

brighter parts

Full extent and 

trajectory unknown

High Velocity HI Clouds

The Smith Cloud





The “Fermi Bubbles” in the Milky Way

10 kpc



HI Clouds in the Nuclear Wind

Entrained HI clouds are detected to 

the sensitivity limit of the data

HPBW

~100,000 GBT pointings

>800 hours



“Dark” Molecular Gas
Busch et al 2021

~40 h
1667 MHz

1665 MHz

OH



“Dark” Molecular Gas
Busch et al 2021



Further progress in many critical areas of 

galactic evolution requires large-area mapping

at high sensitivity

Only the GBT + ALPACA can do this



ALPACA Science 
Case: Extra-

galactic Surveys
Nickolas Pingel

Australian National University

Credit: GBO



Large Area 
Neutral 
Hydrogen 
(HI) Surveys

• Census of atomic gas content and 

properties in extra-galactic population

• Important properties include

– HI mass to trace reservoir of cool gas available to 

fuel star formation

– Kinematics to place constraints on baryonic 

content & physics of dark matter

– Variations with environment

– Trace large-scale structure 

– New classes of objects (e.g., Ultra-compact High 

Velocity Clouds
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Credit: Haynes et al. 2018

Only possible with multi-beam receivers



HI Mass Function
• HI mass function (HIMF) 

describes distribution of galaxy HI 
masses in the Universe

– Provides constraints for 
cosmological simulations 

• 𝚲CDM scenarios predict 
turndown at low-mass end (below 
108 M☉)

– Observed in HIPASS and 
ALFALFA

– Results limited by statistics 
of sample size & variations 
in environment

• Potential ALPACA survey

– Even a moderately deep 
survey will probe low-mass 
end, owing to better sky 
coverage

– Measure HIMF over a larger 
range of environments
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Credit: Jones et al. 2018

𝛼.100 HIMF from ALFALFA 



Mapping Gas Flow onto Galaxies

• Circum-galactic medium makes up 

0.5 Mgas out to ~300 kpc

– Only single sightlines are available

• Distribution of gas requires maps of 

HI emission, but exceedingly time 

consuming

– Deep single-pointings show HI in CGM

– Mapping time to reach same sensitivity 

with current L-band: ~30 years!

18Credit: Tumlinson, Peeples & Werk (2017); Richter et al. 2018



Mapping Gas Flow onto Galaxies
• GBT/ALPACA are the ideal for 

mapping 

– Interferometers lack sensitivity to 

large-scale, low-density emission 

• CGM of nearby galaxies

– 400 hours to map 12 deg2 of the M31’s halo 

show discrete clouds

– Full maps of viral area requires 50000 hours (~5 

years) with current L-band receiver

– ALPACA reduces total time to 3000 hours

• ALPACA will revolutionize our 

understanding of the CGM by 

condensing years of observations 

down to months

19Credit: Wolfe, Lockman, & Pisano (2016)



Pulsar Discoveries with ALPACA @ The GBT

Ryan Lynch

Green Bank Observatory



Pulsar Science: Key Takeaways

⚫ Pulsars are both interesting in and of themselves, and powerful tools for 
exploring basic physics and astronomy

− Gravitational wave / multi-messenger astronomy

− Tests of fundamental physics (GR and quantum mechanics)

− High-energy/radio emission processes powered by strong magnetic fields

− Stellar evolution / Galactic population

− Structure of the ionized / magnetic ISM

− Connection with fast radio bursts??

⚫ We have only discovered ~3% of Galactic pulsar population, and surveys 
are sensitivity limited

➔ New, sensitive surveys continue to find unique, scientifically valuable pulsars



Pulsar Science: Focus on GW/MM Astronomy

⚫ We are likely to detect nHz-frequency GWs using pulsars within the next few 

years

− Likely to be a stochastic background signal from coalescing supermassive binary 

black holes

− GBT is now the primary telescope used for this project by NANOGrav

⚫ Discovery is only the first step – future will bring characterization of 

background spectrum and detection of individual binary systems

− This opens the door to rich opportunities for MM astronomy that cannot be 

achieved using different GW frequency bands

⚫ Focus of the NANOGrav collaboration



⚫ Dozens of millisecond pulsars distributed across the sky are needed to 

detect the unique, quadrupolar signature of GWs, and to help localize 

individual sources

➔ Targeted and wide-area pulsar surveys are a straightforward way to improve GW 

sensitivity

Arzoumanian et al., 2021, ApJ, 914, 121Jenet 2013, Am. J. of Phys., 83, 7

Pulsar Science: Focus on GW/MM Astronomy



Pulsar Surveys w/ ALPACA @ The GBT

⚫ Pulsar surveys are valuable, but can ALPACA @ The GBT make an impact?

⚫ YES!  ALPACA @ The GBT could enable one of the most productive pulsar 
surveys ever and reduce survey time by 1/8th!

⚫ Lulu Agazie (UWM, former GBO summer student) created a framework for 
identifying the most fruitful GBT pulsar survey

− Multiple realizations of Galactic pulsar population

− Simulate ongoing and potential future pulsar surveys

− Identify most promising survey strategy (instrument, dwell time, survey 
region...depends on sensitivity and distribution of pulsars)



Pulsar Surveys w/ ALPACA @ The GBT

⚫ Bottom line: A GBT L-Band survey could discover ~500 new pulsars, but 

would take >10 years with single-pixel receiver or FLAG

⚫ ALPACA could discovery about the same number of pulsars in <2 years

Table : GBT Pulsar Survey Yield and 

Duration

ALPACA Single 

Pixel

L-Band

Dwell Time (s) 600 180

New PSRs 519 467

New MSPs 45 43

Total Survey Area (sq deg) 2397 1712

Total Survey Duration* (hr) 770 6460
* Assumes 75% observing efficiency



Pulsar Surveys w/ ALPACA @ The GBT

⚫ What about other surveys?

⚫ FAST’s and Arecibo’s fields of view are 

limited

⚫ GBT 350-MHz all-sky survey is much 

less sensitivity in Galactic plane

⚫ ALPACA more sensitive than HTRU-

North survey (Effelsberg)

⚫ There is interest in a MeerKAT Galactic 

plane survey, but not yet approved

− Makes the survey speed of ALPCA 

even more important for GBT

pink: ALPACA

green: CRAFTS (FAST)

purple: HTRU-N/S (Effelsberg/Parkes)

yellow: PALFA

Plot by L. Agazie



Pulsar Surveys w/ ALPACA @ The GBT

⚫ ALPACA could also be used for

− Ultra-deep surveys of specific regions of the Galaxy

− Regions-of-interest for single-source GWs

− Follow-up of Fermi pulsar candidates

⚫ Bottom line: ALPACA @ The GBT would be a transformational tool for pulsar 
surveys, with wide-ranging impacts across some of the most important areas of 
astronomy and basic physics

⚫ Questions?







What we know about fast radio bursts
• Salient features 

• Discovered 2007 (Parkes) 

• 5000 bursts/day/sky
• > 500 distinct sources now known
• ~ 15 in host galaxies with measured redshifts

• Luminosity:   > 1010 brighter than Galactic pulsars

• Repeaters (~ 5% of FRBs so far.  Maybe all repeat)
• Fast periodicities?  None so far  

• Slow periodicities in 2 objects (16 d,  160d periods)

• Complex time-frequency structure

• Sources:
• FRBs from extreme magnetar-like objects (some/ all?)

• Galactic FRB:  Magnetar SGR 1935+2154     ~ 106 Jy

• Other? Cosmic strings,  AGN+NS, …  
32



What we do not know and using FRBs as 
fundamental tools
• Are all FRBs repeaters?

• If FRBs = magnetars, why is no spin-related periodicity seen?

• Do FRBs evolve into “ordinary” magnetars?

• Formation mechanisms (Supernovae? Mergers?)

• Multiple source types? Exotica?

• Energetics and emission physics:
• Coherent radio emission: rotation powered or magnetic powered ?

• High energy emission?

• Gravitational wave emission?

• Probing the magnetoionic universe:
• Bursts = probes of plasma density, magnetic fields, and turbulence

• The intergalactic medium: most of the baryons in the universe
• Disentangle IGM from plasmas in host galaxies

• Constrain cosmic evolution of the IGM
33



• Discover and localize a large number of FRBs

• Large numbers →

• Rare, key objects for understanding FRBs and their origins
• Binary FRBs,   black hole – neutron star interactions

• Transition objects between aperiodic and periodic bursts

• Sources in a diversity of birth environments

• Exotic sources (more so than 1015 Gauss NS!)

• Redshifts (population and luminosity function)
• Now ~15 redshifts

• Goal  100s – 1000s

• Detect FRBs at higher redshifts than ~0.6

• Disentangle dispersion measures:  DM = DM(MW) + DM(IGM) + DM(host)

• Magnetism and turbulence in source environments:  RM, scattered burst profiles

• Emission processes [extremely efficient, not understood]

• Use FRBs to probe large scale structure of the IGM

• Understand formation mechanisms (multiple, connection to star formation, end points)

• Occurrence rate for the Milky Way
• Potential for affecting the ionosphere (or worse)

Next steps in FRB science

34

FRB121102    z=0.19 

FRB190608



Role of the GBT + ALPACA
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Some Key Radio Telescopes for FRB Science

Telescope Freq Coverage 
(GHz)

Size/Area
FoV

(deg2)
Sky

(hemisphere)

ASKAP L (0.7 - 1.8) 36 x 12m antennas + PAFs 30 Southern

CHIME 0.4 - 0.8 4 x 10m x 100 m cylinders 200 Northern

FAST L (1-2 - 1.8) 500m [300m illuminated + MB19] 0.04 Northern

MeerKAT
L (0.9 - 1.6)

64 [→ 84] x 13.5m
0.6 Southern

S (1.6 - 3.5)

VLA L (1 - 2) + S, C, X 27 x 25m 0.5 Northern

Advantages:
1. Combination of high sensitivity and sizable FoV in L band [Complementary to CHIME]
2. Large scale commensal surveys [pulsars + HI + SETI +FRBs]
3. Follow up poorly localized FRBs from other instruments
4. Rapid follow up of GBO+ALPACA discovered FRBs from 0.3 to 100 GHz

GBT+ALPACA L (1.3-1.7) 100m + PAF40 0.35 Northern



GBO + ALPACA  FRB Activities
Commensal FRB survey with pulsar survey(s) [+ SETI + HI?]

• 1000 hr: expect dozens to 100s of FRBs (could be multiples of 1000 hr!)

• Uncertainties: amplitude distribution, directions surveyed (scattering), RFI

• Best matched to high-latitude millisecond pulsar survey

• Value:
• L band complement to CHIME (spectral diversity)

• Find key objects that may reveal fast periodicities, etc.

Targeted surveys of nearby galaxies and clusters
• M31, M33, dwarf galaxies

• Virgo cluster (1000 to 2000 galaxies in 20 diameter region)

• Solid angle x dwell time product much more suitable than FAST

• Feasibility:
• FRBs detectable from 1 Gpc are ~4 kJy at Virgo and ~1 MJy at M31

• Detection threshold can compensate lower rate expected from a single galaxy

• Value:
• Determine FRB rate per unit stellar mass in galaxies

• May help determine progenitor source types

Application of machine learning to RFI mitigation, FRB detection in big data sets
36



STEVE CROFT
scroft@berkeley.edu

Project Scientist for Breakthrough Listen on GBT

Director, Berkeley SETI Research Experience for Undergraduates Program

Technosignature Searches

with GBT + ALPACA
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In-situ
sampling



Remote sensing for biosignatures



Technosignatures







• 12 GHz bandwith

• 3 Hz resolution

• 8 PB storage

• 500 TFLOPS

• ~750 MB/sec/compute node

• Observing ~5 hours a day 

(20% time)

• Hundreds of TB/day raw data 

per day since 1/1/16 - reduced 

to dynamic spectra at 0.5 TB / 

hr

BL BACKEND

ARXIV.ORG/ABS/1707.06024

ARXIV.ORG/ABS/1804.04571
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GBT OBSERVING PROGRESS 1180 nearby stars (complete in LSCX)

1191 TESS targets in one or more bands

Centers of 97 nearby galaxies (nearly 

complete in LSCX) 

Galactic Center and plane survey 

underway

FRBs, pulsars, etc.



KFPA COMMISSIONING



• Comprehensive survey of the GC from 1 - 93 GHz with GBT and Parkes

• Searched for narrowband drifting signals towards 60 million stars across 1 - 4 GHz and 
0.6 million stars across 4 - 8 GHz with EIRP limits of 1018 W and 1017 W, respectively

• Can also search for natural sources such as pulsars and magnetars. Current survey 
found no transient source with peak luminosity ≥1031 erg/sec and ≥0.23 bursts/hr

Galactic Center Survey Gajjar, Perez, et al. (2021)



Deep observations of GC(0,0)

Survey of the bulge

ALPACA WILL ENABLE: 

• FASTER MAPPING

• BETTER RFI REJECTION

• COMMENSAL SURVEYS

(E.G. TECHNOSIGNATURES

+ PULSARS)

GALACTIC CENTER SURVEY

Gajjar, Perez, et al. (2021)



“The probability of success is difficult to 

estimate; but if we never search, the 

chance of success is zero.”

Cocconi & Morrison, September 19, 1959


